White Paper

Success Circle Of 12
Version 2.30

Goal As A Network - Dashboard Assist 12 individuals to learn how to connect with others in amazing
ways, through masterminding together, to achieve ANYTHING we
desire in life. Earn more money, work less hours, have less stress,
improve or life balance, overcome our challenges, discover and live
our life vision each and every day . . . or whatever else we desire.
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Overview
Together we can accomplish far more than we ever could on our
own. The Success Circle Of 12 is really based in part, on the book
The Starfish and the Spider. We’re not seeking to build followers
but build Leaders Of Leaders. Our goal is to help each one of the
12 members of the Success Circle to learn how to do the same
thing and start their own Success Circle of 12 and then have that
group do the same thing . . . forever expanding.

Each individual, in each group decides, what they want to
accomplish from the group and then similar to the book “Think And
Grow Rich” by Napoleon Hill, when we come together, a whole
new mind is created as a results of this group. We can accomplish
far more together, than we ever could on our own.

Can We Achieve More Together . . .
Do you ever feel like you are dancing alone? Do you feel like you could
accomplish so much more than you are . . . IF . . . you could just connect with the
right people. Check out this simple short video which really, in many ways,
inspired the Success Circle of 12.
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
What would happen if you emailed the above link to all those people you know
and said . . . “I saw this video and had an idea I thought you might find
interesting. What the video and give me a call.” . . .
How many individuals would give you a call? Do you think 12 would call you, or
maybe only 4 would call you . . . actually all you need is for 1 to call you and
believe it or not, you can do some of the most amazing things with just one
person.

>>> Master Link For Dashboard Tracking <<<
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Success Circle Of 12 Group Management
Purpose For The Group For Six Months
Please determine a short sentence which states the purpose for your
group and then assist each member of the group to connect their
personal goals with the overall goal for the group.

Agreement
We, as a group of 12 agree to weekly attend a 30 minute mastermind group for
six months. If I’m not able to attend a weekly session, I agree that I will Manage
Up & Out. I will email other members of the group three things prior to the next
meeting to insure that I keep up with the group and don’t miss even one session.
1. What did I learn?
2. What action will I take from what I learn?
3. What do I need to learn next?
[ ] - Bonus Commitment: I agree to manage Up/Out after each session and work myself to build my own
Success Circle of 12 to continue to pay it forward in building other Leaders of Leaders.

Group Leader(s):
Name

Commitment

1. ____________________________
2. ____________________________
3. ____________________________
4. ____________________________
5. ____________________________
6. ____________________________
7. ____________________________
8. ____________________________
9. ____________________________
10. ____________________________
11. ____________________________
12. ____________________________

[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month
] - 6 / month

Starfish / Spider
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus
] - Bonus

NOTE: Each group is LIMITED TO 12 core members. There can’t be more than 12 or less than
12. Each member is an important part of the team the full success can only be achieved
through 100% participation each and every week by all 12. It is strongly encouraged that each
12 seek to build their own NEW Success Circle of 12. ONLY those who are part of the CORE
12 may participate in the live conversation on the call. Other individuals may sit in and may feed
questions and/or thoughts to their leader of leaders. :-)
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Goals For the Group
Many individuals, will start out by saying “I’ve been a part of a group like this
before.” Actually . . . we’re pretty sure you probably haven’t. :-) With that
being said, if we’ve never been part of something, experienced something then
how would we understand an explanation of something that we’ve never
experienced before? Great question!
The group is whatever the 12 members of the group decide it to be about.
Individually, each member decides what they will gain from the group and then
they are taught how to get from the group, whatever they are looking to receive.
It’s strange, but believe it or not . . . it doesn’t matter what the group is about, as it
relates to each individual gaining what they wish to gain.
So . . . does that make sense to you? If you said “Yes” . . . Wow, maybe we were
wrong, maybe you have experienced this type of group before :-) OR maybe
you’re just strange? Either way, you’ll be a perfect fit. If you said “No, it doesn’t
make sense.” . . . well . . . we tried to warn you. :-) If you can just jump in and
commit 30 minutes, out of 10,080 minutes a week for six months then you’ll do
great. If you still want to understand something you’ve never experienced, even
after we’ve warned you . . . well . . . honestly the group’s probably not for you.
You’re probably just not ready for this type of thinking . . . yet?
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Think and Grow Rich:
"The coordination of
knowledge and effort of two or more people, who
work toward a definite purpose, in the spirit of
harmony." He continues… "No two minds ever come
together without thereby creating a third,

invisible intangible force, which may be likened
to a third mind [the mastermind].

"Usually when people step into the river of change, that
void between the old self and the new self is so
uncomfortable that they immediately slip back into their
old selves again. They unconsciously think, This doesn’t
feel right, I’m uncomfortable, or I don’t feel so good. The
moment they accept the thought, autosuggestion (and
become susceptible to their own thoughts) they will
unconsciously make the same old choices again that will
lead to the progression of the same habitual behaviors to
create the same experiences that automatically endorse the same
emotions and feelings. And what they say to themselves. This feels right.

But what they really mean is that this feels familiar.”

"When I look over the good-to-great transformations, the
one word that keeps coming to mind is consistency.
Another word offered to me by physics professor R.J.
Peterson is coherence. "What is one plus one?" he
asked, then paused for effect. "Four! In physics, we
have been talking about that idea of coherence, that
magnifying effect of one factor upon another. In reading
about the flywheel, I couldn't help but think of the
principle of coherence. "However you phrase it, the
basic idea is the same: Each piece of the system reinforces the other parts
of the system to form an integrated whole that is much more powerful than
the sum of the parts. It is only through consistency over time,

through multiple generations, that you get maximum results."
© www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 630.393.9909
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Why “Success Circle of 12” Is So Successful?
Great question! Actually we are still discovering why this is such a
successful system ourselves. :-)

Here is what we DO know . . .
● There are a limited number of people who can participate. This
created exclusivity.
● There is a precise number, 12 who form a group. Not more than 12
or less than 12 but 12 precisely. This helps people who participate to
realize how important they individually are and the group can start or
move forward without 100% participation.
● It’s really a very small commitment of time for people.
● It’s builds commitment and discipline weekly for people.
● Once we have a full group of committed people, you as a leader can
bring in higher frequency people to infuse their energy into your group
to raise the frequency of the group, which will move people to new
dimensions.
●
> The positive pressure that this puts on people, to move is a key
ingredient to what people are missing in moving within a dimension
and moving to higher dimensions.
● It’s a Starfish vs. a Spider concept where we are not building people
to follow us . . . we are building people to be leaders of leaders.
People NEED this to learn how to earn more money AND work less
hours AND to achieve our individual amazing Life Vision.
● We’re using the gifts of the different personalities / frequencies within
the group which give us 1,200% more power than we would have
individually.
● Leverage . . . First generation - 12 people, Second generation - 144
people, Third generation - 1,728, Fourth generation - 20,736, Fifth
generation - 248,832, Sixth generation - 2,985,984,
Seventh
generation - 35,831,808 . . . and all you and I have to do is start one
Success Circle of 12 and then help each of those 12 do the same
thing.
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Success Circle Of 12
Mastermind Group Agreement
I agree to weekly attend a 30 minute mastermind group for six months. If
I’m not able to attend a weekly session, I agree that I will Manage Up & Out.
I will email other members of the group three things prior to the next
meeting to insure that I keep up with the group and don’t miss even one
session.
1. What did I learn?
2. What action will I take from what I learn?
3. What do I need to learn next?
_________________________ ___/___/___ Group Start Date: ___/___/___
[ ] - Bonus Commitment: I agree to manage Up/Out after each session and
work myself to build my own Success Circle of 12 to continue to pay it forward in
building other Leaders of Leaders.

12 Principles To LIfe Masteries
Please view the 12 short videos to be prepared for a
conversation about how these 12 Natural Laws could
impact the group in the most powerful way.
www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/career-success
Module 1 - Lesson #6

Code Of Honor
Do we as a group want to accept these 10 points OR
would we like to come up with our own?
www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/career-success
Module 1 - Lesson #7

Purpose For The Group For Six Months
Please determine a short sentence which states the purpose for your
group and then assist each member of the group to connect their
personal goals with the overall goal for the group.
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Types Of Groups . . .
● Friends to hang out, have FUN together and do something together that
we’ve never done before.
● Great for those who are connected to any specific cause the group is
passionate about. Great for raising money, funds and/or awareness for
any cause in the community.
● Great for those who are seeking to learn how to earn more, work less,
have less stress, and greater life balance.
● Great for anyone in business.
● Great for any community based group.
● Great for any www.MeetUp.com group.
● Churches, synagogues, mosques and/or any other spiritual group of
people to connect with more like minded people and/or to rise up
volunteers and/or get more engagement from a higher number /
percentage of people.
● People who have a hard time connecting with others naturally, this
provides the support, network and structure to do so.
● Any topic / area of interest, great to start a Success Circle of 12 group.
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The Simple Steps . . .
Step 1: 4 People - Select and invite 4 people to be part of your core group.
Step 2: Read - Have each of the 4 read over this white paper.
Step 3: Discuss - Meet to discuss the white paper.

The hardest part of the group will be getting people to join
. . . then the hardest thing becomes getting people to
commit . . . then the hardest thing to do is to get people
engaged at a deep level . . . then the hardest thing is to
keep people on board after they see success . . . then the
hardest thing is to help each of the 12 do the same thing
with a group of their own . . . and then the hardest thing is
to create a legacy where every generation of the Success
Circle of 12 becomes stronger than the previous
generation.
This is a journey and this white paper will evolve as the contributions you make
are added as well as those of other individuals who are part of the community.

“We can accomplish far more together . . .
than we ever could on our own.”
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Q&A
Question: How many people do I need to start a group.
Answer: “1” Yes, really that’s all you need. If you get 1 other person and then
you both get 1 more that’s 4 and then when each of those four get 2 then you’ll
have 12. Easy as pie. :-)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KRFWPCYsgfA&index=4&list=PLbu6naAjG_K93h0wjyn1b1EHQl1Q2pH_y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_HZd5rAF6g&index=18&list=PLbu6naAjG_K93h0wjyn1b1EHQl1Q2pH_y

=================================================
Question: What if people attend and don’t want to commit or quit?
Answer: That’s to be expected. Actually most people will probably not stick
with it, so don’t worry about it. All you need is for one to commit and you’ll be on
your way.
=================================================
Question: What do many groups use to get started as an outline?
Answer: The Coffee Connection network as the network, systems, tools and
resources to assist you put the initial systems and structure in place to bring a
massive amount of resources to those who attend.
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org
=================================================
Question: How do I select the best four people to get started?
Answer: Think of those in your networks who are the best students and the
most open minded to trying new and exciting things.
=================================================
© www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 630.393.9909
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Question: What is the commitment?
Answer: Once a week, meet together either in person or over the phone for six
months.
=================================================
Question: What is the cost to participate?
Answer: There is not financial cost to participate in the Success Circle of 12 as
the program was developed and administered through Life Masteries Institute /
Legacy Partners which is a non profit 501c3 organization. As you gain benefit
from the program / systems and networks you are encouraged to make
contributions as you are able to and based on the benefit you are receiving.
=================================================
Question: What happens if things don’t work?
Answer: Talk to your mentor and go back through the program. We’re either
not doing the right actions, or we’re not doing them in the right way, or we’re not
doing them over the right period of time. When we do the right actions, in the
right way, over the right period of time . . . we’ll see success.
=================================================
Question: What if I’m not earning money as a result of the group.
Answer: Honestly . . . we’re missing something. Turn our 7 T’s - Time - Talents
- Treasure - Trust - Truth - Temple and Thoughts into MONEY . . . is not easy.
Often people are lazy in how we think and take action. We often expect success
overnight and when we don’t see quick success, we chase another shiny,
exciting object. Guess what . . . success is hard work and takes time, disciplines
and a lot of skill. Anyone who tells you something’s fast or easy . . . well
honestly, they are trying to sell you something. They may have good intentions
but they are missing something. Work with your ActionVision coaching team to
drill down into your own personality, your Life Vision and your own personal BOS
to determine what might be missing. Often, we’re 3 Feet From Gold and we
need someone to help us to
3 Feet From Gold - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8loWLJEgMeE
ActionVision - www.DNAforSuccess.com/implementation/one-on-one
=================================================
Question: I’m inviting people but they are not attending
Answer: In our experience it requires sales skills to get people to attend. We
have found the following . . .
© www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 630.393.9909
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1. Ask people . . . "So with all that you've got going, what would you say your
biggest challenge might be?"
2. Pause and say . . . "Hmmm, that's interesting. I'll give that some thought."
3. Wait a day or two . . . and then say "I've been thinking about your biggest
challenge of ____________________________ and thought of a mastermind
group I'm a part of on Friday's. I think that it could help you address
______________________________." I'll introduce you to Elise who helps to
support the group.
=================================================
Question: Where do I go to find steps to build and grow a Success Circle of 12?
Answer: Take a look in our SOP for Success Circle of 12
=================================================
Question:
Answer:
=================================================
Question:
Answer:
=================================================
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Drill down details . . .
Step 1: 4 People - Select and invite 4 people to be part of your core group.
Subject Line
I would value your input.
Body
Do you generally believe that we can accomplish
a lot more together than we ever could on our
own?
I am thinking of starting what’s call a Success
Circle of 12 mastermind group. The first step in doing this is to select four
individuals who tend to “think differently” and then meet together.

My Big Picture Goals Are Simple:
● HELP - Figure out how we can all help one another better.
● CONNECT - Determine if starting a weekly Coffee Connection could bring
us all mutual benefit, without much work on any of our parts.
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org
● SYSTEMS - Figure out how each of us, through the better use of systems
could earn a lot more money, work less hours, have less stress and
improve our life balance.
One of my personal mentors has offered to help me get started. The first step
would be for you to take three minutes to complete a short online personality
assessment and then meet with my mentor, myself and you.
My mentor did, what is called, a 30 minute Strategy Session on me and it helped
me to see and understand things about my personality which were pretty
amazing.
Your thoughts?
Give me a call when you get a chance.
Sincerely,
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I Am Amazing!
Do you know, at a deep level, as to why you are so amazing? This isn’t about
being conceited or arrogant . . . it’s about knowing our Life Vision, why we were
put on this planet, what our purpose in life is and “Trusting the integrity of the
system” by which we can help others around us to have that same confidence.

Why Am I Amazing . . . why joining a Success Circle
of 12 group I’m in, would change someone’s life forever!
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Why I Love To Serve Others . . .
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Possible Areas Of Focus For Group . . .
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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The NEXT Dimension . . . Speaking
If we wanted to catch more fish, faster . . . what would we do? We might go with
a net vs. a pole. If we want to group our group, increase our income, reduce the
number of hours we work . . . it’s a great strategy to speak to groups of people.
The following strategy will work with ANY group of people.

Step 1: Set Up Speaking Engagement
Step 2: Ask everyone who attends their biggest challenge
Step 3: Have everyone attend complete The Action Card
www.TheActionCard.org
Be a “fly on the wall” with Noel as he learns how to work a tradeshow booth.
Listen in with Pam as she learns how to gather up attendee’s contact information
and their very biggest challenge for groups she speaks to.
http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=160809_Tue_9_30_AS_Noel.swf

Listen into an ActoinVision coaching session with Pam and learn how she will
bring massive value to those she is speaking with AND will pursue her Life Vision
AND will earn a lot of money with a lot less effort.
http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=160810_Wed_7_30_LP.s
wf

NOTE
Specially designed Action Cards can be created by Life Masteries
Institute and Legacy Partners. For additional information on how this
can be done email info@lifemasteries.org
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After Attending . . .
Subject Line
So . . . what did you think?
Body
So . . . what did you think? Did you enjoy our first meeting?
I know it may still be a big overwhelming and/or you may not be sure,
and that’s alright. I’m looking for four individuals to partner up with this
amazing opportunity and hope you will be one of the four.
Here are my “Next Step” thoughts . . .
1. Watch this short funny / insightful video - Crazy Dancing Man
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
What do you think? Would you like to dance together?
2. Reach this short white paper and share with me . . .
A. What did I learn?
B. What action will I take from what I learned?
C. What do I need to learn next?
www.DNAforLife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/Success

3. To discover our Life Vision in 20 minutes
www.dnaforsuccess.com/video-trailer-library/discover-my-life-vision

Here are some other interesting sites which I believe could help each
of us see some amazing success.
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org
www.TheActionCard.org
Sincerely,
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Monetize Event’s & Help Others Do So As Well
Version 1.00
Name: _________________________ ___/__/___ Event: _______________
1. How good of a STUDENT (SEE) am I? ____ 10 best // Dimension: ____
2. How good of LISTENER (THINK) am I? ____ 10 best // Dimension: ____
3. How well will I TAKE ACTION (DO)? ____ 10 best // Dimension: ____
4. Intuitively . . . from event what is number one action I need to take to earn
money as a direct result from the event?
5. DNA for PEOPLE - Who are the people I need to
connect with and what do we need to do?

6. DNA for BUSINESS - which area of the 5/30 Grid
PIPELINE do I believe I am weakest? 1 to 10, with 10 best.
____ Area 1: Marketing
____ Area 2: Pre-Sales
____ Area 3: The Sale
____ Area 4: Servicing
____ Area 5: Client For Life
Which part of The 5/30 Grid do I need to
take action on and what specific actions do
I need to take and/or apply the 5 Time
Management Freedom Fighters?

7. DNA for LIFE - Am I clear on my Life
Vision and how by earning a lot more
money I will be in a better position to live my Life
Vision daily? Do I have my Success Circle of 12
where we need to be?
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Connecting Our Passions / Life Vision Together
Synergy . . .
We can accomplish so much more together than we ever could on our own IF we
successfully connect our passions and life vision together. To do this quickly we
MUST be Intentional & Disciplined!
In a short paragraph each member should connect their passions and Life Vision
to that of the group and others in the group.
Group Leader(s):
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

1. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

2. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

3. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

4. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

5. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:
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6. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

7. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

8. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

9. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

10. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

11. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:

12. ____________________________
Link To My Passion / Life Vision Circle:
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The Following Are Communications
And Instruction Which
Have Helped Other Teams!
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IN network AND really everyone!
To turn a Coffee Connection / Success Circle of 12, into sales / income one needs to use BOS /
The 5/30 Grid with discipline. Here are some questions which will help to insure that we all are
following the system with discipline.
IN network, I can help you all earn a lot more money if I am managed Up/Out on the leads.

Earn More Money . . . Ask Better Questions . . .
● Are we using the Coffee Connection Prospect Management system and
tracking 100% of the leads?
● Do we manage Up/Out to mentor (Mark Boersma in this case) with google
doc link for each lead generated?
● For every lead that comes in, do we get the Level 1 & 2 questions and put
in Prospect Management System?
● Do we do a 30 minute Strategy Session connecting individuals "Idea Lead"
// "BC" // "LH" // Personality Masteries // "Change About Self" and then
Build A Bridge back into attending consistently our Coffee Connection AND
a weekly 30 minute Succes Circle Of 12, mastermind call AND then into
our product / services as SOLUTIONS for what people are looking for . . .
which is revealed in Level 1 and 2 Questions.
● Does it drive us crazy when we don't convert leads into sales?
● Do we "Know Our Numbers" and can we quickly see where our gaps /
weaknesses are?
● Do we work hard - think like crazy OR are we LAZY?
Network / Community, business, earning money is a "contact sport" and it requires so much
work and so much discipline! If people are lazy even in a small part of their BOS, they will earn
a LOT less money than they could AND will work a LOT more hours, doing things they really
don't like doing.
Hope this is helpful and can't wait to see the follow-up on Nakia Dunlap and other past leads
and every new lead coming in. HINT: After every lead is obtained, Up/Out to myself / your
mentor and include the url link to me.
Good people do what they are told to do. Great people know what to do before they are told.
Good people have to be told once to do something, Great people SEE things before they are
told. Average or below average people have to be told more than once. People have to be told
more than once to do something really struggle in business as they are still stuck in an
employee mindset and people who think like employees tend to be like zoo animals who are fed
every day and get lazy. They want their freedom but won't work for it.
Hope this is helpful! :-)
Mark
© www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 630.393.9909
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Longtime client / acquaintance of Mark - Mortgage Professional
Project Overview
Mark and GingerAnne had a 10 minute phone conversation with Mike. Mark shared he was connected to a
mastermind group, Legacy Partners and that we might be able to do some exciting things for those in MIke’s
database, where we may be able to earn some money together and bring a lot of value to those in MIke’s
database. Mike has between 1,500 and 2,000 (both B2B and B2C in one database) and Mike said “sure.” :-)
Subject Line:
Following up on your conversation with Mark Boersma
--------------------------------------------------------------Mike,
It was great sitting in on the conversation between you and Mark. I see a lot of great things potentially
happening!
As Mark mentioned, we are going to get a mailchimp account set up for you and if you could send me over your
database I can get it imported in there (you can feel free to do it yourself as well, but it might be easier if we are
able to do all the setup for you). Totally up to you.
If we set up the account for you, we’ll give you all the information where you can run everything. There is no
cost for Mailchimp for up to 2,000 people in one’s database. We can do this on behalf of you or we can get it
set up and hand everything over to you. Up to you.
With Mailchimp, you’ll be able to know the effectiveness of each email you send out. You’ll know how many
people open the email, how many click on any links and you’ll know specifically who those individuals are.
Here are a couple of potential emails which could be sent out on your behalf. Again, we won't send out
anything unless you approve it. Let me know your thoughts on it (with any changes/additions you would like
made) and we will get the template uploaded. We would ideally try to send out an email every week or two just
to touch base and see if we can find some mutual benefit for both you and Mark.
Let me know if you have any questions!
GingerAnne Collins
On Behalf of Mark Boersma
630-440-7719
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------Option #1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subject Line:
Could you help me?
Body:
Hi *|firstname|*,
One of my friends asked me a most interesting question...what the biggest challenges of your
customers, referral partners and those in your network? I had my thoughts, but would love to hear
your thoughts!
What’s interesting is that he shared how our challenges can be solved by knowing our personality. I
found it most interesting and I thought you might as well.
If you are able to fill out this 3 minute survey, which helps us to understand our personality and how it can
help us to see greater success in every area of our life.
Thank you in advance for filling out the survey and sharing your biggest challenge.
Sincerely,
Mike Disney
Disney Financial
mike@disneyfinancial.com
P.S. I always enjoy hearing from my clients, referral partners and those in my networks. We always value
referrals for those who might be seeking a mortgage.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------Option #2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subject Line:
Is it possible to have too much time?
Body:
Hi *|firstname|*,
I just read the most interesting white paper . . . “The Secret About Time” and wanted to pass it along to
you as well.
It is helping me to think about time in a very different way about time and it’s helped so many others as
well.
Thank you in advance for filling out the survey and sharing your biggest challenge.
Sincerely,
Mike Disney
Disney Financial
mike@disneyfinancial.com
P.S. I always enjoy hearing from my clients, referral partners and those in my networks. We always value
referrals for those who might be seeking a mortgage.
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Dimension 1 - Commit to 30 minutes once a week
Dimension 2 - Commit to 60 minutes once a week
Dimension 3 - Commit to 2 hours once a week
Dimension 4 - Commit to 5 hours once a week
Dimension 5 - Commit to "Whatever It Takes" every week
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Dimension 1 - Commit to 30 minutes once a week
It’s EASY . . . it really is! Often people, seem to make things more
challenging than they are. It’s only 30 minutes a week out of 10,080
minutes we all have in a week.
There is no financial cost, there is a minimum time costs. To have
someone check it out they can just jump on and check it out OR they can
listen to a recorded session.
Mark Schreiber, invited Jeri, someone he knew and she said “Why not just
check it out.” Ask someone their biggest challenge and then share . . .
“Hmmmm, I think this mastermind group, I’m a part of, might have some
interesting insights into ____ share their biggest challenge / problem ____.”
Check out the short 30 minute session that Jeri was a part of. Listen
carefully as to how Mark’s and Jeri’s frequency came into alignment almost
immediately and how quickly Jeri was willing to commit. “Yes . . it can
happen this quickly.”
http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=160907_Wed_7_30_LP.swf

Believe it or not . . . this type of conversation will attract some of the most
amazing people.
Very cool!
Hmmmm, who do I know that I should personally ask them to listen to this
session and then connect and talk together for them to be part of my
Success Circle of 12?
Will have have the courage to start to dance? Who will be the first person
to start to dance with me? :-)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTE: If we haven’t started a Success Circle of 12,
it’s because we don’t realize how big of an impact it would have on our
income, the hours we work and our overall life vision. It’s 30 minutes a
week of one’s time and the best 30 minutes out of the 10,080 minutes we
all have every week. We actually don’t have time NOT to do this.

Dimension 1 - The Science . . . The Setup Steps . . .
[ ] - 1. “I want to start a group” :-)
[ ] - 2. My thoughts, vision and purpose for the group.
[ ] - 3. Write down some people who might be interested.
a. Call 3 people, personal invite, 30 MSS/conceptual bridge
- Dancing Man Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=fW8amMCVAJQ
b. Schedule 30 minutes a week, same time / day each week.
- Everyone read Success Circle of 12:

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/success
[ ] - 4. Box 1: Build an email group to send group information
a. Help 3 people each bring 1 person - Total 6
b. Help 6 people each bring 1 more person - Total 12
[ ] - 5. Box 2: Develop & Deliver A Message - weekly minimum

Questions In Getting A Group Started . . .
1. Is there a name for my group?
2. Does my group have an area of focus?
3. Will my group attract a certain type of person and/or people who have
certain passions, interests and/or professions?
4. Is there some type of common purpose, hobby, interest, community
cause, skill set, industry, knowledge, age, ethnic, education . . . etc. that
my group might tend to attract?
5. Are there groups I am a part of now who might benefit from having this
type of structure, system, tools and resources?
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To help individuals move to more advanced dimensions of commitments
and group individuals will need to learn how “The Secret About Time.” As a
group it’s strongly encouraged to all do the 30 Day Challenge. It will
change your group in how they think about time and will move your entire
group to a whole new dimension.

www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/30day
Dimension 2 - Commit to 60 minutes once a week
Obviously the more time required for the commitment the higher the
dimension of commitment and discipline a person must have to do this.
While 60 minutes a week is still only a small amount of time compared to
the 10,080 minutes we all have in the week, it’s a larger commitment for
people.

Dimension 3 - Commit to 2 hours once a week
If we are generating three hours for every one hour we invest, as we should
be, then committing to two hours a week actually isn’t hard at all. This
does take a far more disciplined person / group of people.

Dimension 4 - Commit to 5 hours once a week
This level of commitment seems to be impossible for someone just getting
started, but you’ll be surprised at how individuals will evolve to this level as
they commit and see success in the earlier dimensions.

Dimension 5 - Commit to “Whatever It Takes” every week
The highest level of commitment, will produce the greatest results for those
involved IF there is the knowledge, wisdom and discipline to follow through.
If you get a group of 12 people to commit at this level, that’s an amazing
group of committed people who will accomplish so much more together
than they ever could on their own. CONGRATULATIONS!
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Phase 2 - NEXT Steps after 12 formed . . .
Congratulations on getting 12 individuals to commit for six months. This is
very exciting. Actually . . . the goal is to create such an amazing
community of success that the 12 would continue to connect, gain value,
give value and continue to commit to a lifetime of mutual success in helping
another another.
Step 1 / Phase 2, is to bring together all the Passion Circles // Life Visions
and determine how all our passions, all of our life visions will connect with
one another for the mutual benefit of one another. Learning to dance
together . . . is not easy . . . but it’s worth it. Imagine . . . having a group of
12 other individuals we have deep life long relationships with.

These steps are really more of a journey than a destination . . .
❏ 1. Have everyone in group complete Life Passion / Vision circle.
❏
> www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Discover-My-Life-Vision
❏ 2. Connect our Passions & Life Visions together.
❏
> www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Team-Visions
❏ 3. Work with E-VA to set up spreadsheets and support systems to
service your Success Circle of 12 group in an amazing way AND to
do so with very little time / effort on your part or the part of others. :-)
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Phase 2 - Q&A - Expand Your Reach
Question: Do we really understand at a deep level the power of a group of
12 people?
Answer: Probably not. The concept of coming together, as one force,
committing to work together to achieve individual success for everyone in
the group is something few people / groups know how to do.
Question: How does every single person learn to gain personal benefit
from being part of the group.
Answer: Learning to be great students individual requires intentionality
and discipline. This requires hard work. Many people are lazy and this
won’t serve people well.
Question: If my goal is to earn money, how do I do that and how quickly
will that happen?
Answer: Great question. It totally depends on you. You have full control
over all that IF you KNOW and DO the actions required to earn more
money.
1. Box 1: Identify Targets (All those you know)
www.TheVisionProject.net/MemoryJogger.htm
2. Box 2: Develop & Deliver A Message
Often best to ask people their biggest challenges. BC
3. Box 3: Track 100% of Leads / Responses - Data
Track BC & LH (Love help) and to bring value to people.
4. Box 4: Ask Key Questions
Ask three to four levels of questions for best results
5. Box 8: Present Solution
Present solution which brings massive value to those we know.

Question: Are you frustrated your group is not moving faster and / or do
you want to see success faster?
Answer: These recordings are a MUST LISTEN to for you then!
www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/161012_Wed_7_30_LP_Fitz_1.mp3
www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/161012_Wed_7_30_LP_Fitz_2.mp3
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Phase 3 - Q&A - Turning My Group Into $’s
Question . . . How do we expand this and reach
more people and how do you and I turn this into
money for both of us and others around us?
NOTE: To earn money as a result of our efforts we can not be lazy. If we don’t do the
following things . . . then probably a good indication that we are lazy. If you want to earn
more money and probably won’t do the following then join Jill’s Success Circle of 12 for
Lazy People mastermind group.

Answers . . .
❏ Teach those in your Success Circle of 12 on how to do Triangulation Selling and
share on how their ActionVision plan / system is helping them develop profitable
systems. As a certified ActionVision consultant you earn $50 a hour for AV
coaching. :-)
❏ Have those who are involved in the NEW Educational Model through Legacy
Partners embed the success they are seeing in that program and it will attract
more people.
❏ Get the buzz going!
❏ Get the successes being shared.
❏ GT IT! Golden Triangle It - Cornerstone six boxes in The 5/30 Grid.
❏ Continue to work hard Jill, as you are and get all those who are in your group to
learn to work hard and not be lazy and everyone will earn a lot more money. :-)
❏ Help people to learn how to use their written communication to express deep and
powerful truths which will attract large numbers of people.
❏ Get each of your 12 to focus on helping them all get Tier 2 where they all have 12
they are leading through this journey.
❏ Get everyone asking everyone they know the BC's (Biggest Challenge) and
driving people to the Facebook group AND Teach People How To Turn
Someone's Biggest Challenge Into Income.
❏ Get people sharing specific things they are learning form specific white papers
from the White Paper Library.
❏ . . . DO NOT BE LAZY and stop with just the above list. There are So Many Ways
We Can Learn To Earn Money IF we are willing to Work Hard, Be Intentional and
Disciplined.
Leaders of other Success Circle of 12's, do you see how you can do this for your own
group, as Jill is doing?
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